The titles selected for this Summer Reading list were chosen especially for those students leaving grades 2-3. Titles included are just a sampling of the books you may enjoy reading during the summer. Many of the authors on this list have written more than one book. Check out some of those titles, too!

* Title is also available in electronic format.

**SUMMER READING: A UNIVERSE OF STORIES**

**HOWARD COUNTY LIBRARY SYSTEM**

**BOOK LIST 2020:**

**Grades 2 & 3**

Don’t Worry, There’s Another One!

- * CHILDRENS TSA Tsang, Katie
  * Sam Wu is Not Afraid of the Dark

  **FIRST CHAPTER JON** Jones, Noah
  * Moldylocks and the Three Beards
  (Princess Pink and the Land of Fake-Believe, bk 1)

- * FIRST CHAPTER KRU Krulik, Nancy
  * Grilled Cheese and Dragons
  (Princess Pulverizer)

- * FIRST CHAPTER KUI Kuipers, Alice
  * Polly Diamond and the Magic Book

- * FIRST CHAPTER NAY Nayeri, Daniel
  * Sasha and Puck and the Cure for Courage

- * FIRST CHAPTER RIS Rissi, Anica
  * Anna, Banana, and the Friendship Split

- * FIRST CHAPTER STA Staniszewski, Anna
  * The Magic Mirror

Once Upon A Time

- * CHILDRENS 741.59F Fable Comics

- * CHILDRENS 741.59F
  * Fairy Tale Comics: Classic Tales Told by Extraordinary Cartoonists

- * CHILDRENS 741.59L
  * The Singing Rock and Other Brand-New Fairy Tales

- * E KLO Klostermann, Penny Parker
  * A Cooked Up Fairy Tale

Incredible Creatures

- CHILDRENS 333.95F Flach, Tim
  * Who Am I? A Peak-Through-Pages Book of Endangered Animals

- CHILDRENS 520W
  * Walliman, Dr. Dominic
  * Professor Astro Cat’s Atomic Adventure: A Journey Through Physics

**On the Go?**

Read, watch, and listen at hclibrary.org/ebooksforkids.
## Dreamers & Doers

* CHILDREN S 027P Paul, Miranda
  Little Libraries, Big Heroes
CHILDREN S 398.2W Wu, Faye-Lynn
  Mulan: The Legend of the Woman Warrior
CHILDREN S 571.8P Pattison, Darcy
  Pollen: Darwin’s 130 Year Prediction
* CHILDREN S B CARRENO E Engle, Margarita
  Dancing Hands: How Teresa Carreno Played the Piano for President Lincoln
* CHILDREN S B CHAND R Rosenstock, Barb
  The Secret Kingdom: Nek Chand, a Changing India, and a Hidden World of Art
* CHILDREN S B GOLDBERG A Aronson, Sarah
  Just Like Rube Goldberg: The Incredible True Story of the Man Behind the Machines
* CHILDREN S B LISTON R Russell-Brown, Katheryn
  Little Melba and Her Big Trombone
CHILDREN S B MAATHAI W Prevot, Franck
  Wangari Maathai: The Woman Who Planted Millions of Trees
E JOY Joyce, William
  Billy’s Booger: A Memoir
* E MOR Morales, Yuyi
  Dreamers
E PER Perkins, Mitali
  Between Us and Abuela: A Family Story from the Border

## Imagine, Explore & Create

* CHILDREN S 600F Fisher, Valorie
  Now You Know How It Works
CHILDREN S 612.39F Fishman, Seth
  Power Up
* CHILDREN S 641.5F
  The Complete Baking Book for Young Chefs

## Marvelous Myths (& Other Tales)

* CHILDREN S 641.5H Hodge, Deborah
  Cooking with Bear: A Story and Recipes from the Forest
CHILDREN S 728.81S Steele, Philip
  Castles
CHILDREN S 745.5083J Junior Maker
CHILDREN S 745.584K Kington, Emily
  I am Not a Paper Roll! (ready-made recycling series) *
* CHILDREN S 811.6I I Am Someone Else: Poems about Pretending
CHILDREN S 811.6V VanDerwater, Amy Ludwig
  With My Hands: Poems About Making Things

## Fantastic Beasts

CHILDREN S 398.21J Johnson, J. Angelique
  The Truth About Fairies
* CHILDREN S 398.21M Meister, Carl
  Mermaids
CHILDREN S 398.469D Doeden, Matt
  Griffins
* CHILDREN S 741.59C Clanton, Ben
  Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea
CHILDREN S 741.59S Simpson, Dana
  Razzle Dazzle Unicorn: Another Phoebe and Her Unicorn Adventure
CHILDREN S 793.73M Miller, D.L
  Bigfoot Goes on Vacation: A Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages!
  Bigfoot Visits the Big Cities of the World: A Spectacular Seek and Find Challenge for All Ages!
* CHILDREN S COV Coville, Bruce
  Sparkly New Friends (Unicorn and Yeti, bk 1)
CHILDREN S GID Gidwitz, Adam
  The Creature of the Pines (Unicorn Rescue Society, bk 1)
* CHILDREN S LAF LaFevers, R.L.
  Flight of the Phoenix (Nathaniel Fludd Beastologist, bk 1)
* ER BUR Burnell, Heather
  Sparkly New Friends (Unicorn and Yeti, bk 1)
FIRST CHAPTER BAK Baker, E. D.
  Maggie and the Flying Horse (Magical Animal Rescue, bk 1)
FIRST CHAPTER BER Bernstein, Ariel
  100 Friends (Warren and Dragon, bk 1)